
WORD FORMATION (3) 

 

 
Change the word in brackets to complete the sentences. 

 
1.- Thank you for the books. They will be very _______ for my studies.  
     (USE) 
2.- I watched  a very __________ football match on TV last night (EXCITE) 

3.- The most famous British __________ newspaper  
      is the Times. (DAY) 

4.- She never says “please” or “thank you”. She is  
     very ___________. (POLITE) 
5.- The children were playing __________ in the  

     garden. (NOISY) 
6.- My cousin applied for the job but she was  

     ___________. (SUCCESSFUL) 
7.- Did you send the neighbours an __________ to our party. (INVITE) 
8.- My parents don’t like the __________ of the furniture in the living room.  

    (ARRANGE) 
9.- They had an ___________ about who should do the cleaning. (ARGUE) 

10.- The __________ to Stansted took two hours. (FLY) 
11.- I’m really ___________ because I can’t find my  
       mobile anywhere. (ANNOY) 

12.- I forgot her name. It was really ____________.  
      (EMBARRASS) 

13.- That’s a ________ T-shirt. I love those bright reds 
       and blues. (COLOUR)  
14.- When I saw the thief in the living room I was really ___________. 

      (FRIGHTEN) 
15.- What kind of ___________ do you often get from the Internet? 

       (INFORM) 
16.- Do they belong to any ____________(for example Green Peace, etc)?  
       (ORGANIZE) 

17.- My wife hates going to football matches because  
       she isn’t __________ in sports. (INTEREST) 

18.- Is there any part of your town where it’s 
        __________ to go at night? (DANGER) 

19.- My team never win. It’s ___________. (DEPRESS) 
20.- The government is going to provide more houses  
        for ___________ people. (HOME) 

21.- Paul and Susan have a really good ____________. (RELATE) 
22.- Do you think John has the __________ to pass his driving  

       test. (ABLE) 
23.- My nephew wants to be a __________ and join the  
       government. (POLITICS) 

24.- My brother asked for a _________ and the cashier gave  
       him one. (RECEIVE) 

25.- I can’t sit on this chair. It’s really ___________. (COMFORT)  
26.- It was too ________ to use the umbrella this morning. 
       (WIND) 

27.- Not all _________ singers earn a lot of money. (PROFESSION) 



ANSWER KEY 

 
1.- useful 

2.- exciting 
3.- daily 
4.- impolite 

5.- noisily 
6.- unsuccessful 

7.- invitation 
8.- arrangement 
9.- argument 

10.- flight 
11.- annoyed 

12.- embarrassing 
13.- colourful 
14.- frightened 

15.- information 
16.- organization 

17.- interested 
18.- dangerous 

19.- depressing 
20.- homeless 
21.- relationship 

22.- ability 
23.- politician 

24.- receipt 
25.- uncomfortable 
26.- windy 

27.- professional 
 


